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Welcome to this month’s edition: 

This edition has a networking theme.  It includes contributions from a number of former colleagues, 

colleagues and friends that really help make this a special edition which is full of ideas, tips and 

learning. 

Starting this pack is Damian Piper’s ‘How well are you looking after your environment?’ This post 

received rave reviews on my social media platforms as soon as I uploaded Damian’s piece on to my 

blog and twitter.  For more about Damian, and Reliance Coaching, please check out his web site 

http://effectivechallenge.com/ 

I was recently honoured to be asked to give a brief talk to Management Trainees attending an 

Assessment Centre in London.  They were hoping to be part of the Graduate scheme with 

Charityworks  http://www.charity-works.co.uk/  I shared with them three things that I believe make 

for a successful career:  a strong work ethic, competency and networking.  I have chosen one of 

those (Networking) as a subject in this month’s pack because…… ‘NETWORKING – IT REALLY IS ALL 

ABOUT WHO YOU KNOW’ 

Another three of my leadership network have again contributed important learning for us all.  Justin 

Smith with details of a podcast on Richard Winters (Band of Brothers), Lucy Simone with ‘Getting 

what you really want’ and Phyllis Maynard;  an article ‘The 3 Stages of Failure in Life and Work (And 

How to Fix Them)’  (I have read and reread this article three times, and I recommend it to you.  

Thanks Phyl). 

This month’s quotes have been taken from my wife’s @JoyceRaw1 and @livelikearaw  twitter feeds 

– thanks Joyce.  I am also on Twitter:  @DoshLtd sharing leadership thoughts at 7am, 7 days a week.  

I welcome new followers! 

Keep making a difference in people’s lives and have a successful month.   

Steve Raw FinstLM, FCMI, GCGI 

Email: steve.raw@dosh.org   

Blog: www.leadershipintheraw.org   

 

It’s not about how good you are, 

Its how Good 

You want to be 

http://effectivechallenge.com/
http://www.charity-works.co.uk/
mailto:steve.raw@dosh.org
http://www.leadershipintheraw.org/


How well are you looking after your environment? 

For me looking after your environment is more than recycling our 

plastics. Have you ever taken a moment to step back and consider the impact your environment is 

having on your own resilience? When I work with people, I often ask that they complete this 

exercise. They usually find the results insightful. And for those who turn insight into action, they find 

out that improving their environment has a positive impact on their ability to perform at their best 

more of the time. 

 You may be wondering what I mean by environment? I like people to consider their environment in 

the broadest sense. By that I mean anything that comes into or can impact on their world. Very 

often people underestimate the psychological 'drag' caused by an environment not setting them up 

for success. 

Here are a few examples to illustrate: 

• Badly defined role and job objectives. Leading to you spending unproductive time second-

guessing what to do or duplicating work being done by others. 

• The quality of your relationships; both personal and professional. This can often lead to 

conflict and or the absence of trust and openness. 

• The quality of your workplace setup: IT, desk, noise. 

• The current state of your clothing. I get some odd looks when I ask people to consider this. 

There's nothing like an ill-fitting wardrobe, perhaps because of putting on a few extra pounds to 

make you feel uncomfortable and therefore detract you from being at your best. 

• Ineffective childcare arrangements - generating pressure both at work and home. 

• Piles of papers you 'will get round to reading...'. 

• The weather. Now you definitely cannot control the weather. That doesn't stop many people 

moaning about it. For some, this is a part of their daily ritual. However, you do have the opportunity 

to reframe your attitude towards it. 

• The various inboxes or dumping grounds of unclarified and unprocessed commitments 

tugging away at you for attention each time you either consciously or subconsciously view them. 

Hopefully, you get the idea.  It's the big and the small that needs considering. 

So how do you complete the exercise? Those of you that have read my contributions to Steve's 

leadership newsletter before you will know I favour simplicity over complication. Here's a seven-step 

process to work through. 



Step 1  List all of the areas impacting on your environment. It's common for people to come up with 

a list that exceeds twenty areas. 

Step 2  On a scale of 1 - 10 rate how satisfied you are for each area. 

Step 3  Step back and prioritise the top 3 areas you'd like to improve. 

Step 4  Decide what next action you could do in each prioritised area to make progress. I push 

people to get specific here. ‘Improve relationship with my line manager’ is nowhere near specific 

enough. 

Step 6  Do the action. 

Step 7  Review progress and adjust approach if the desired outcome isn't being achieved. 

 When could you complete the exercise?  Having completed the seven steps I'm confident your 

resilience will improve and as a result you will also see an improvement in your performance. 

Additionally, many find their overall happiness improves too. Just like fitness and good diet this does 

take effort.  However, the investment will pay back many times over.  

 As always, I'm interested in any results you achieve. 

 damian@effectivechallenge.com  

“You have to meet people where they are, and sometimes you have to leave them there”   

Iyanla Vanzant 

Open Up To Develop Trust  

VALUES-BASED leadership is crucial to success. One of these values is openness.  

Behind closed doors, be open with each other. That means you trust each other and share the truth 

without fear or favour. This is not easy as we do not want to hear negative things about ourselves 

especially from our peers.  

However, openness need not be negative, but it has to happen. Only when you know the truth, the 

real issues in your team, can you move forward.  

Be On Point!  

GET a person to instantly see your side of the argument. When we are trying to persuade someone 

else of our opinion, this is what we normally do. We make our point, they make their point, we 

disagree with their point and make ours again, and then they disagree with ours and make theirs 

again. 

It would be boring if it wasn’t for the passion involved although it is very draining for both parties. If 

you decide to break out of this cycle in future, this week perhaps, there is a phrase that will ensure 

they see your point of view. And it is…’I'm sorry (name), you’re completely right.’ 

mailto:damian@effectivechallenge.com


The first thing the other person will say (after a pause and providing you have said this with genuine 

feeling) will be something like: ‘No, no, I can see your point as well.’ Something you have been trying 

to persuade them of all along…    Source:  The Naked Leader 

“If you correct your mind, the rest of your life will fall into place” Lao Tzu 

NETWORKING – IT REALLY IS ALL ABOUT WHO  YOU KNOW 

Is this you?  I enjoy going to conferences and seminars, whether it is about my particular field or 

about leadership.  I get to hear new ideas, initiatives and it helps me to think about how I can be a 

better leader or manager.  Perhaps there is stuff I can take away with me and introduce into my 

organisation that could make a difference to the people I support.  The bit I struggle with is when I 

turn up early and there is an expectation that you will network over coffee and biscuits, meeting 

people you have never met before.   

And yet… Looking through my mailing list for my monthly leadership pack, I see an eclectic list of 

important people who I consider to be an integral part of my network, some of whom I have worked 

with in both my careers, and people I have known for many years.  They include former colleagues I 

have worked with in social care and the military and also include Educationalists, Carers, 

Government ‘Civil Servants’, Social Care Professionals, Commercial Business people, and consultants    

My life has been enriched by the people I know and I have come to the conclusion that the success I 

have achieved in both my careers has often been due to the people I know.  I wanted to share with 

you my ideas and tips which will hopefully help you benefit from networking, especially if you 

struggle at conventions to network, and there are also other ways: 

Network: group of persons sharing an aim, interest etc. and frequently communicating with or 

helping each other   

Done correctly, networking promotes your career; helps you learn from the people you network 

with; provides a sounding board for your ideas and, if you get stuck with a problem or situation, a 

good network will always know someone who can help you (and you will do the same for someone 

else in return). 

My 5 Principles of Networking: 

1. Be committed to using your skills & expertise to help others.   

2. The more you can help your contacts , the more they will want to help you 

3. Don’t keep count of the things you have done for them – do things for people with no 

thought of gain or reward 

4. Never forget anyone who has ever helped you no matter how long ago – keep in touch 

5. Step outside your field of work to network (it will help you look at your world differently) 

My 5 Benefits of Networking 

1. Karma – what you do for others is often returned 



2. A good network speeds up your learning 

3. It opens new opportunities and often takes you down a path you had not previously 

considered 

4. It benefits your organisation as a network shared is also expertise shared 

5. An opportunity to make a difference in another person’s life 

My 5 Top Tips to grow your Network 

1 Keep your network database up to date and analyse it  

2. Set goals for networking –e.g.  Follow up and say hello to someone within your organisation 

– catch up with at least one person each week outside your organisation in your network 

3. Get out there - promote yourself and make contact.  Raise your visibility.  Attend meetings, 

serve on committees, write for journals, speak to gatherings, become a spokesperson.  (Make sure 

you have plenty of business cards in your pocket). 

4. Meet as many people as you can.  If you meet a potential network contact, widen the 

conversation and find out all you can about that person.  Remember it is about them not about you.  

(70% finding about them – 30 % share about you) 

5. Use social media.  I use Twitter and LinkedIn mainly for networking.  Twitter for me is not a 

marketing tool, but it is a good networking tool as is LinkedIn used the right way.  (Look out on my 

blog next week for my 20 Top Tips when using Twitter).   

SUMMARY 

Network with happy people: People with happy friends are 15% more likely to be happy themselves 

research from University of California 

WHAT SHOULD BE OUT AND WHAT IS IN: 

OUT     IN 

What’s in it for me?   How can I help, support or encourage you? 

Who can you refer me to?  Who do I know that can I connect you with? 

How can I convince you?  What can I learn from you? 

If I give, I had better receive  I will give without expectation 

What goes around comes around what I send out into the world will come back to me tenfold 

– when I least expect it. 

I had the good fortune to meet up with 3 amazing people within my network for Dinner in London.  

By the end of the evening I was educated, inspired and full of ideas to take back to my work and it 

was only supposed to be a get together.  This is what they do: 



 http://www.gomakeityours.com/   

 https://tfl.gov.uk/  

 www.lspleadership.com   

Two of them are featured in a previous post on my blog (Farren and Alan): 

(https://leadershipintheraw.org/2016/01/29/the-makings-of-a-good-to-great-boss/  

Source:  Steve Raw  

“Focus all your actions, thoughts and words on that which energise and moves you forward.  

Anything else is self destructive”  www.BruceVanHorn.com   

MY TOP 3 PICKS THIS MONTH FROM Ted.com 

https://www.ted.com/talks/astro_teller_the_unexpected_benefit_of_celebrating_failure   

"Great dreams aren't just visions," says Astro Teller, "They're visions coupled to strategies for 

making them real." The head of X (formerly Google X), Teller takes us inside the "moonshot factory," 

as it's called, where his team seeks to solve the world's biggest problems through experimental 

projects like balloon-powered Internet and wind turbines that sail through the air. Find out X's secret 

to creating an organization where people feel comfortable working on big, risky projects and 

exploring audacious ideas. 

https://www.ted.com/talks/adam_grant_the_surprising_habits_of_original_thinkers   

How do creative people come up with great ideas? Organizational psychologist Adam Grant studies 

"originals": thinkers who dream up new ideas and take action to put them into the world. In this talk, 

learn three unexpected habits of originals — including embracing failure. "The greatest originals are 

the ones who fail the most, because they're the ones who try the most," Grant says. "You need a lot 

of bad ideas in order to get a few good ones."  

http://www.ted.com/talks/janet_echelman   

Janet Echelman found her true voice as an artist when her paints went missing — which forced her 

to look to an unorthodox new art material. Now she makes billowing, flowing, building-sized 

sculpture with a surprisingly geeky edge. A transporting 10 minutes of pure creativity. 

“The way you speak to others can offer them joy, happiness, self-confidence, hope, trust and 

enlightenment”  Thich Nhat Hanh  

For these 7 things - what 3 things do they have in common, for them to ‘work’ for you? 

Time to Read: 60 Seconds  

Value if you do this: Thousands  

Dear Steve  

For these 7 things - what 3 things do they have in common, for them to ‘work’ for you?  
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http://www.ted.com/talks/janet_echelman


For these 7 things  

• Projects 

• Change Programmes/New Initiatives 

• Meetings (all) 

• New systems 

• Partnering with external providers  

• Products 

• Training/Consultancy/Coaching  

Make sure you do these 3 things:   

Know where you want to go – have a clear, concise and compelling Outcome understandable by all. 

Know where you are now – Have a named person (just one) owning each. 

Know what you have to do – Financially measure everything on that list – if it has a cost, then it 

must have a value. If the value can’t be measured, then don’t do it.  

If you would like more information on financially measuring external/supplier partnerships so you 

know they are delivering you value (at least 3 times your investment) email 

rosalind@nakedleader.com  

With my love and best wishes  

David (David Taylor author of the Naked Leader series) 

“The essence of leadership is being able to see the iceberg before it hits the Titanic”  

Arianna Huffington  

From: Justin Smith  

Hi Steve 

I hope this email finds you well. 

I know I offered some stuff about Richard Winters (Major Winters – ‘Band of Brothers’) for one of 

your Leadership packs a while back. During my hard and windy run last night I listened to a superb 

podcast about Richard Winters and leadership. It was delivered by an old friend of Richard’s, and 

focussed on Richard’s view that strong leadership stems from a disciplined approach to developing 

physical strength. Also, the narrator spoke of Richard’s ability to lead by example and principle and 

never through fear or rank. I liked this. The podcast is called ‘The Art of Manliness # 163: Leadership 

Lessons from Dick Winters’. Do look it up, and of course, do feel free to share in your pack. I suppose 

I should add, there will be stuff that people will not agree with around Richard’s approach, but then, 

his leadership situation was extreme.    Justin (Justin Smith Operational Manager – Cambridgeshire) 

mailto:rosalind@nakedleader.com


I received the following from a friend, former colleague and a regular contributor to our Leadership 

Pack (and my blog too)  Phyllis Maynard 

Subject: The 3 Stages of Failure in Life and Work (And How to Fix Them) 

by James Clear 

you can also read this on JamesClear.com 

One of the hardest things in life is to know when to keep going and when to move on. 

On the one hand, perseverance and grit are key to achieving success in any field. Anyone who 

masters their craft will face moments of doubt and somehow find the inner resolve to keep going. If 

you want to build a successful business or create a great marriage or learn a new skill then “sticking 

with it” is perhaps the most critical trait to possess. 

On the other hand, telling someone to never give up is terrible advice. Successful people give up all 

the time. If something is not working, smart people don’t repeat it endlessly. They revise. They 

adjust. They pivot. They quit. As the saying goes, “Insanity is doing the same thing over and over 

again and expecting different results.” [1] 

Life requires both strategies. Sometimes you need to display unwavering confidence and double 

down on your efforts. Sometimes you need to abandon the things that aren’t working and try 

something new. The key question is: how do you know when to give up and when to stick with it? 

One way to answer this question is to use a framework I call the 3 Stages of Failure. 

 The 3 Stages of Failure 

This framework helps clarify things by breaking down challenges into three stages of failure: 

1. Stage 1 is a Failure of Tactics. These are HOW mistakes. They occur when you fail to build 

robust systems, forget to measure carefully, and get lazy with the details. A Failure of Tactics is a 

failure to execute on a good plan and a clear vision. 

2. Stage 2 is a Failure of Strategy. These are WHAT mistakes. They occur when you follow a 

strategy that fails to deliver the results you want. You can know why you do the things you do and 

you can know how to do the work, but still choose the wrong what to make it happen. 

3. Stage 3 is a Failure of Vision. These are WHY mistakes. They occur when you don’t set a clear 

direction for yourself, follow a vision that doesn’t fulfil you, or otherwise fail to understand why you 

do the things you do. 

In the rest of this article, I’ll share a story, solution, and summary for each stage of failure. My hope 

is that the 3 Stages of Failure framework will help you navigate the tricky decision of deciding when 

to quit and when to stick with it. It’s not perfect, but I hope you find it to be useful. 

 

 



 Stage 1: A Failure of Tactics 

Sam Carpenter became a small business owner in 1984. Using $5,000 as a down payment, he 

purchased a struggling business in Bend, Oregon and renamed it Centratel. 

Centratel provided 24/7 telephone answering service for doctors, veterinarians, and other 

businesses that needed the phones to be answered at all hours, but couldn’t afford to pay a staff 

member to sit at the desk constantly. When he bought the business, Carpenter hoped that Centratel 

“would someday be the highest-quality telephone answering service in the United States.” [2] 

Things did not go as expected. In a 2012 interview, Carpenter described his first decade and a half of 

entrepreneurship by saying, 

“I was literally working 80 to 100 hours a week for 15 years. I was a single parent of two kids, believe 

it or not. I was very sick. I was on all kinds of antidepressants and so forth… 

I was going to miss a payroll and lose my entire company. If you can just imagine a nervous wreck, 

physical wreck, and then multiply that by ten, that’s what I was. It was a horrible time.” 

One night, just before he was about to miss payroll, Carpenter had a realization. His business was 

struggling because it completely lacked the systems it needed to achieve optimal performance. In 

Carpenter’s words, “We were having all kinds of problems because everybody was doing it the way 

that they thought was best.” 

Carpenter reasoned that if he could perfect his systems, then his staff could spend each day 

following best practices instead of constantly putting out fires. He immediately began writing down 

every process within the business. 

“For instance,” he said. “We have a nine-step procedure for answering the phone at the front desk. 

Everybody does it that way, it’s 100% the best way to do it, and we’ve taken an organic system and 

made it mechanical, and made it perfect.” [3] 

Over the next two years, Carpenter recorded and revised every process in the company. How to 

make a sales presentation. How to deposit a check. How to pay client invoices. How to process 

payroll. He created a manual that any employee could pick up and follow for any procedure within 

the company—system by system, step by step. 

What happened? 

Carpenter’s workweek rapidly decreased from 100 hours per week to less than 10 hours per week. 

He was no longer needed to handle every emergency because there was a procedure to guide 

employees in each situation. As the quality of their work improved, Centratel raised their prices and 

the company’s profit margin exploded to 40 percent. 

Today, Centratel has grown to nearly 60 employees and recently celebrated its 30th year in business. 

Carpenter now works just two hours per week. 

 

 



Fixing a Failure of Tactics 

A Failure of Tactics is a HOW problem. In Centratel’s case, they had a clear vision (to be “the highest-

quality telephone answering service in the United States”) and a good strategy (the market for 

telephone answering services was large), but they didn’t know how to execute their strategy and 

vision. 

There are three primary ways to fix Failures of Tactics. 

1. Record your process. 

2. Measure your outcomes. 

3. Review and adjust your tactics. 

Record your process. McDonald’s has more than 35,000 locations worldwide. Why can they plug-

and-play new employees while still delivering a consistent product? Because they have killer systems 

in place for every process. Whether you’re running a business, parenting a family, or managing your 

own life, building great systems is crucial for repeated success. It all starts with writing down each 

specific step of the process and developing a checklist you can follow when life gets crazy. 

Measure your outcomes. If something is important to you, measure it. If you’re an entrepreneur, 

measure how many sales calls you make each day. If you’re a writer, measure how frequently you 

publish a new article. If you’re a weightlifter, measure how often you train. If you never measure 

your results, how will you know which tactics are working? [4] 

Review and adjust your tactics. The fatiguing thing about Stage 1 failures is that they never stop. 

Tactics that used to work will become obsolete. Tactics that were a bad idea previously might be a 

good idea now. You need to be constantly reviewing and improving how you do your work. 

Successful people routinely give up on tactics that don’t move their strategy and vision forward. 

Fixing a Failure of Tactics is not a one time job, it is a lifestyle. 

Stage 2: A Failure of Strategy 

It was March of 1999. Jeff Bezos, the founder of Amazon, had just announced that his company 

would launch a new service called Amazon Auctions to help people sell “virtually anything online.” 

The idea was to create something that could compete with eBay. Bezos knew there were millions of 

people with goods to sell and he wanted Amazon to be the place where those transactions 

happened. [5] 

Greg Linden, a software engineer for Amazon at the time, recalled the project by saying, “Behind the 

scenes, this was a herculean effort. People from around the company were pulled off their projects. 

The entire Auctions site, with all the features of eBay and more, was built from scratch. It was 

designed, architected, developed, tested, and launched in under three months.” [6] 

Amazon Auctions was a spectacular failure. Just six months after launch, management realized the 

project was going nowhere. In September 1999, they scrambled to release a new offering called 

Amazon zShops. This version of the idea allowed anyone from big companies to individuals to set up 

an online shop and sell goods through Amazon. 



Again, Amazon swung and missed. Neither Amazon Auctions nor Amazon zShops are running today. 

In December 2014, Bezos referred to the failed projects by saying, “I’ve made billions of dollars of 

failures at Amazon.com. Literally billions.” [7] 

Undaunted, Amazon tried yet again to create a platform for third-party sellers. In November 2000, 

they launched Amazon Marketplace, which allowed individuals to sell used products alongside 

Amazon’s new items. For example, a small bookstore could list their used textbooks directly 

alongside new ones from Amazon. [8] 

It worked. Marketplace was a runaway success. In 2015, Amazon Marketplace accounted for nearly 

50 percent of the $107 billion in sales on Amazon.com. [9] 

Fixing a Failure of Strategy 

A Failure of Strategy is a WHAT problem. By 1999, Amazon had a clear vision to “be earth’s most 

customer centric company.” They were also masters of getting things done, which is why they were 

able to roll Amazon Auctions out in just three months. The why and how were handled, but the what 

was unknown. 

There are three primary ways to fix Failures of Strategy. 

1. Launch it quickly. 

2. Do it cheaply. 

3. Revise it rapidly. 

Launch it quickly. Some ideas work much better than others, but nobody really knows which ideas 

work until you try them. Nobody knows ahead of time—not venture capitalists, not the intelligent 

folks at Amazon, not your friends or family members. All of the planning and research and design is 

just pretext. I love Paul Graham’s take on this: “You haven’t really started working on [your idea] till 

you’ve launched.” 

Because of this, it is critical to launch strategies quickly. The faster you test a strategy in the real 

world, the faster you get feedback on whether or not it works. Note the timeline Amazon operated 

on: Amazon Auctions was released in March 1999. Amazon zShops was released in September 1999. 

Amazon Marketplace was released in November 2000. Three huge attempts within 20 months. 

Do it cheaply. Assuming you have achieved some minimum level of quality, it is best to test new 

strategies cheaply. Failing cheaply increases your surface area for success because it means that you 

can test more ideas. Additionally, doing things cheaply serves another crucial purpose. It reduces 

your attachment to a particular idea. If you invest a lot of time and money into a particular strategy, 

it will be hard to give it up on that strategy. The more energy you put into something, the more 

ownership you feel toward it. Bad business ideas, toxic relationships, and destructive habits of all 

kinds can be hard to let go once they become part of your identity. Testing new strategies cheaply 

avoids these pitfalls and increases the likelihood that you will follow the strategy that works best 

rather than the one you have invested in the most. 



Revise it rapidly. Strategies are meant to be revised and adjusted. You’d be hard pressed to find a 

successful entrepreneur, artist, or creator who is doing exactly the same thing today as when they 

started. Starbucks sold coffee supplies and espresso machines for over a decade before opening 

their own stores. 37 Signals started as a web design firm before pivoting into a software company 

that is worth over $100M today. Nintendo made playing cards and vacuum cleaners before it stole 

the hearts of video game lovers everywhere. [10] 

Too many entrepreneurs think if their first business idea is a failure, they aren’t cut out for it. Too 

many artists assume that if their early work doesn’t get praised, they don’t have the skill required. 

Too many people believe if their first two or three relationships are bad, they will never find love. 

Imagine if the forces of nature worked that way. What if Mother Nature only gave herself one shot 

at creating life? We’d all just be single-celled organisms. Thankfully, that’s not how evolution works. 

For millions of years, life has been adapting, evolving, revising, and iterating until it has reached the 

diverse and varied species that inhabit our planet today. It is not the natural course of things to 

figure it all out on the first try. 

So if your original idea is a failure and you feel like you’re constantly revising and adjusting, cut 

yourself a break. Changing your strategy is normal. It is literally the way the world works. You have 

to stay on the bus. 

Stage 3: A Failure of Vision 

Ralph Waldo Emerson was born in Massachusetts in 1803. His father was a minister in the Unitarian 

Church, which was a relatively popular branch of Christianity at the time. 

Like his father, Emerson attended Harvard and became an ordained pastor. Unlike his father, he 

found himself disagreeing with many of the church’s teachings after a few years on the inside. 

Emerson debated heavily with church leaders before eventually writing, “This mode of 

commemorating Christ is not suitable to me. That is reason enough why I should abandon it.” [11] 

Emerson resigned from the church in 1832 and spent the following year traveling throughout 

Europe. The travels sparked his imagination and led to friendships with contemporary philosophers 

and writers such as John Stuart Mill, William Wordsworth, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, and Thomas 

Carlyle. It was later written that his travels to Paris sparked “a moment of almost visionary intensity 

that pointed him away from theology and toward science.” [12] 

Upon returning to the United States, Emerson founded the Transcendental Club, which was a group 

of New England intellectuals like himself who wanted to talk about philosophy, culture, science, and 

improving American society. 

Emerson’s deep questioning of his life and values, which began with his work as a pastor, intensified 

during his international travels, and continued with his Transcendental Club meetings helped him 

realize the desire to become a philosopher and writer. He spent the rest of his years pursuing 

independent ideas and writing essays and books that are still valued today. 

 

 



Fixing a Failure of Vision 

A Failure of Vision is a WHY problem. They happen because your vision or goal for what you want to 

become (your why) doesn’t align with the actions you are taking. 

There are three primary ways to fix Failures of Vision. 

1. Take stock of your life. 

2. Determine your non-negotiable. 

3. Navigate criticism. 

Take stock of your life. People rarely take the time to think critically about their vision and values. Of 

course, there is no requirement that says you must to develop a personal vision for your work or 

your life. Many people prefer to go-with-the-flow and take life as it comes. In theory, that’s just fine. 

But in practice, there is a problem: 

If you never decide on a vision for your life, you’ll often find yourself living someone else’s dream. 

Like many children, Emerson followed the path of his father to the same school and the same 

profession before opening his eyes and realizing it wasn’t what he wanted. Adopting someone else’s 

vision as your own—whether it be from family, friends, celebrities, your boss, or society as a 

whole—is unlikely to lead to your personal dream. Your identity and your habits need to be aligned. 

Become of this, you need to take stock of your life. What do you want to accomplish? How do you 

want to spend your days? It is not someone else’s job to figure out the vision for your life. That can 

only be done by you. My suggestion is to start by exploring your core values. Then, review your 

recent experiences by writing an Annual Review or doing an Integrity Report. [13] 

Determine your non-negotiable. Your “non-negotiable” is the one thing you are not willing to budge 

on, no matter what. One common mistake is to make the non-negotiable your strategy, when it 

should be your vision. It’s very easy to get fixated on your idea. But if you’re going to get obsessed 

with something, get obsessed with your vision, not your idea. Be firm on the vision, not on this 

particular version of your idea. Jeff Bezos has said, “We are stubborn on vision. We are flexible on 

details.” [14] 

The key is to realize that nearly everything is a detail—your tactics, your strategy, even your business 

model. If your non-negotiable is to be a successful entrepreneur, then there are many ways to 

achieve that vision. If Amazon’s non-negotiable is to “be earth’s most customer centric company,” 

they can lose billions on Amazon Auctions and Amazon zShops and still reach their goal. 

Once you are confident in your vision, it is rare to lose it in one fell swoop. There are so few mistakes 

that lead to the complete annihilation of a dream. More likely, you failed at a strategy level and felt 

demoralized. This crippled your enthusiasm and you gave up not because you should, but because 

you felt like it. Your emotions caused you to turn a Stage 1 or Stage 2 failure into a Stage 3 failure. 

Most of the mistakes that people assume are Failures of Vision are actually Failures of Strategy. 

Many entrepreneurs, artists, and creators get hung up on a particular version of their idea and when 

the idea fails they give up on the vision as well. Don’t develop a sense of ownership over the wrong 



thing. There are nearly infinite ways to achieve your vision if you are willing to be flexible on the 

details. 

Navigate criticism. Criticism can be an indicator of failed strategies and tactics, but—assuming you’re 

a reasonable person with good intentions—it is rarely an indicator of a failed vision. If you are 

committed to making your vision a non-negotiable factor in your life and not giving up on the first 

try, then you have to be willing to navigate criticism. You don’t need to apologize for the things you 

love, but you do have to learn how to deal with haters. 

The 4th Stage of Failure 

There is a 4th stage of failure that we haven’t talked about: Failures of Opportunity. 

These are WHO mistakes. They occur when society fails to provide equal opportunity for all people. 

Failures of Opportunity are the result of many complex factors: age, race, gender, income, 

education, and more. 

For example, there are thousands of men my age living in the slums of India or the streets of 

Bangladesh who are more intelligent and more talented than I am, but we live very different lives 

largely because of the opportunities presented to us. 

Failures of Opportunity deserve an article of their own and there are many things we can do as 

individuals and as a society to reduce them. However, I chose not to focus on them here because 

Failures of Opportunity are difficult to influence. Meanwhile, your vision, your strategy, and your 

tactics are all things you can directly control. 

A Final Note on Failure 

Hopefully, the 3 Stages of Failure framework has helped you clarify some of the issues you’re facing 

and how to deal with them. One thing that may not be apparent at first glance is how the different 

stages can impact one another. 

For example, Failures of Tactics can occasionally create enough havoc that you mistakenly believe 

you have a Failure of Vision. Imagine how Sam Carpenter felt when he was working 100 hours per 

week. It would have been easy to assume that his vision of being an entrepreneur was the failure 

when, in fact, it was merely poor tactics causing the problem. 

Sometimes you need a few tactics to create enough whitespace to figure out your strategy or vision. 

This is why I write about things like how to manage your daily routine and how to figure out your 

priorities and why multitasking is a myth. No, these topics aren’t going to create a world-changing 

vision by themselves. But they might clear enough space in your calendar for you to dream up a 

world-changing vision. 

In other words, you might not be walking the wrong path after all. It’s just that there is so much dust 

swirling around you that you can’t see the path. Figure out the right tactics and strategy—clear the 

dust from the air—and you’ll find that the vision often reveals itself. 

Share this article on Facebook. 
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1. This quote is typically attributed to Albert Einstein, but there is no evidence that Einstein 

actually said it. For now, the original source remains unknown. 

2. Work the System by Sam Carpenter. Page 28. 

3. All quotes in this section are from the Mixergy interview with Sam Carpenter unless 

otherwise noted. Recorded on February 9, 2012. 

4. Equally important, make sure you measure the right things. Don’t make the mistake of 

succeeding at the wrong thing. What is the metric that matters most to you? 

5. Press release: Amazon.com Launches Online Auction Site. March 30, 1999. 

6. Early Amazon: Auctions. April 30, 2006. 

7. Comments made at the Business Insider Ignition conference in New York, NY. December 2, 

2014. 

8. Fun side note: my first entrepreneurial venture was selling used college textbooks through 

Amazon Marketplace. So, if we feel like stretching this, we could say that in a roundabout way Jeff 

Bezos bought me a few beers in college. Here’s to you, Mr. Bezos. 

9. Amazon.com 2015 Letter to Shareholders. 

10. The Surprisingly Long History Nintendo by Tegan Jones. Gizmodo. September 20, 2013. 

11. The Lord’s Supper by Ralph Waldo Emerson. September 9, 1832. 

12. Emerson: The Mind on Fire by Robert Richardson. 1995. 

13. I write my Annual Review each December, but obviously you can do this any time of the 

year. 

14. How Jeff Bezos’ long-term thinking paid off big for Amazon by Devindra Hardawar. 

September 9, 2011. 

“Choose being kind over being right and you will be right every time”   Richard Carlson 

From Lucy Simone Learning and Development Manager……………. 

From: Paul at People Alchemy [mailto:emailer@peoplealchemy.co.uk]  

Subject: Getting what you really want 

Dear Lucy, 

"The only way to get what you really want is to know what you really want. 

The only way to know what you really want is to know yourself. 



And the only way to know yourself, is to listen to your heart." Mike Dooley 

That makes sense to me, but how do you listen to your heart? 

Find somewhere quiet, close your eyes, put your hand on your chest near your heart and relax.  

Breathe a few times as you relax. 

Then breathe a few times more, and relax some more. 

It's OK. No one is watching :-) 

Ask your heart a question, and notice how you can sense whether it responds with a 'yes' or a 'no'. 

It's subtle, but you will know the answer. 

And if your heart has a voice (maybe it has), what would it say to you? 

Now notice how you feel. Most people find it very calming. 

Perhaps that little exercise is worth doing again sometime :-) 

Here are a couple of other simple exercises to help pin down that sometimes elusive sense of 

purpose. Why am I here? 

My best wishes, Paul (Paul Matthews  Founder - People Alchemy Ltd  

www.peoplealchemy.co.uk  

 

If you are not willing to learn,  

No one can help you, 

If you are determined to learn, 

No one can stop you 

Anon 

http://www.peoplealchemy.co.uk/

